
The MOD Group is a process solutions pioneer in the technology market. We've been helping 
companies achieve their goals and grow their businesses since 1973. During this time, The MOD Group, 
with the parent company, Kendall and Davis, dedicated its mission to providing a repeatable 'best 
practices' solution approaches to our clients’ business. Our reputation with our Fortune 500 customers 
rests on our ability to deliver and, in the process, build value with our customers that maintains our 
relationships over the decades. 
 
Our Advantage  
Two words - expertise and process. WE ARE MDA® IMPLEMENTATION SPECIALISTS.  At The MOD 
Group, we have a stellar combination of strategy, implementation, and process delivery professionals at 
your disposal. The MOD Group solutions are a sharing of goals, pure energy of thought and clarity of 
purpose. The MOD Group is an alchemy of art and science; concept and technique; left and right brain 
thinking. Our solutions enhance communications and build relationships, even within our very own 
customers’ environments. Our blend of skills gives our clients a tangible competitive edge in their 
respective industries. 
 
About The Process Solution – Model Process Framework (MPFTM) 
The MOD Group utilizes a best practice approach called Model Process FrameworkTM to utilize Model 
Driven Architecture from the Object Management Group. This approach is vendor agnostic and has been 
proven with Fortune 2000 companies.  A forward thinking firm’s staff can be up to speed with MDA® 
within 4 projects using a risk free incremental approach to MDA® inoculation, introduction, 
implementation, and transition.  Value is achieved at every process stage and exit point, even if you do 
not adopt MDA® .   
A simplified overview follows.....  
Discover.... 
Understand the client problem and opportunities for business improvement or streamlining. From a multi-
disciplinary point of view, extract core business solutions, and start aligning business practices with the 
strategic endeavor. 
Define and Model.... 
During this phase, the team performs a deeper assessment and works with the business and IT units to 
put in place the processes and procedures for the client's success.  
Conceptual Design.... 
Create the business conceptual "blueprints" for the solution with incorporating specific logic for your 
technology solution. During this phase, the team "fleshes out" the business solution concept, design, and 
vendor packages to meet the client's solution.  
Business Detailed Design.... 
Create the detailed "blueprint" for the business solution. 
In this phase, the MDA® Practitioners works along side the user, to transfer business knowledge and 
user experiences into the business model.  
Implement.... 
In this phase, the MDA® Practitioners and client work with the generated architectural platform to add the 
'detailing' of the business solution. This also includes testing and launching of the business process. The 
team also prepares for post implementation operational support following the approved warranty plan and 
the change management processes as well. 
 
Partnerships and Alliances 
The MOD Group works closely with a variety of companies that have shown commitment and value to 
both technology and the business solution industry. We believe in developing long-term relationships with 
companies that specialize in providing what our customers need, therefore we can offer the best solution 
available. 
Our partners add value to our unique service by offering resources and like-minded thinking. 
Implementing the latest in business solutions, business development, and creative direction, our alliances 
help us design and build the systems to create the most value for your business. 
The MOD Group partners with only leading companies that can demonstrate expertise from the industry 
in which they specialize. 
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Why The MOD Group? 
Offshore necessity eliminated, time critical projects delivered, vendor reliance eradicated, platform 
independence achieved are all immediate benefits.  With the MOD Group value-added benefits using the 
MPF™ detailed above, include the knowledge transfer from our experienced staff. Other services include 
MDA® /UML® training, product evaluation assistance, workshops, project rehabilitation, and of course, 
MDA® and UML® practitioners to hire.   Remember, we ARE MDA® implementation experts. 
 
 
 
 
MDA®, Model Driven Architecture® and UML® are registered trademarks of the Object Management Group. 
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